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Let A be a set of non-negative integers. If every sufficiently large integer is the
sum of h not necessarily distinct elements of A, then A is called an asymptotic basis
of order h. An asymptotic basis A of order h is called minimal if no proper subset
of A is an asymptotic basis of order h. It is proved that for every integer h3, no
set A is simultaneously a minimal asymptotic basis of orders h and 2h. For h=2,
the problem had already been solved.  1998 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
In this paper the term ‘‘sequence’’ denotes a strictly increasing sequence
of non-negative integers. The same symbol denotes the sequence as well as
the set of values taken by the sequence.
Let h be a positive integer. For the sake of brevity, what is usually said
to be an ‘‘asymptotic basis of order h’’ will be called here an ‘‘h-basis’’. That
is, a sequence A is an h-basis if every sufficiently large positive integer is the
sum of exactly h, not necessarily distinct, elements of A. We do not ask for
h to be the least integer with this property. Hence, if the sequence A is an
h-basis, then A is also a k-basis for every integer k greater than h.
An h-basis A is called minimal if for every a belonging to A, the sequence
A"[a] is not an h-basis. This means that, for each a # A, there are infinitely
many positive integers n such that in every representation
n=x1+ } } } +xh , xj # A (1 jh),
at least one of the xj ’s equals a. For every h2, E. Ha rtter [4] proved
that there exist minimal h-bases and M. B. Nathanson [5] gave explicit
examples of such bases. P. Erdo s and M. B. Nathanson [1] asked the
following question:
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(Q) Given two integers h and k such that 2h<k, does there
exist a sequence A that is simultaneously a minimal h-basis and a
minimal k-basis?
They proved [1] that such a sequence does not exist when h=2 and k=4.
In [2] I gave a complete answer to this question, when h=2. I proved
that a sequence A cannot be simultaneously a minimal 2-basis and a
minimal 3-basis. It follows that the answer to the question (Q) is negative
for any couple (2, k) with k3.
The corollary proved in this paper is a partial answer to the question
(Q) for h3. This corollary is a consequence of a theorem which has his
own interest also for h=2. So we assume in the sequel that h is an integer
greater or equal to 2.
If the sequence A is a minimal k-basis and an h-basis for some h strictly
less than k, then A is certainly a minimal h-basis. Therefore, in order to
prove that for some couple (h, k) with 2h<k, the answer to the question
(Q) is negative, one has to show that any h-basis contains at least one
element a such that the sequence A"[a] is a k-basis.
In this paper we prove the following more general theorem.
Theorem. Let h be a natural number greater or equal to 2. If the
sequence A is an h-basis then, for any integer t1, there are infinitely many,
pairwise disjoint, subsets F of A having cardinality t, and such that the
sequence A"F is a 2h-basis.
Application of the theorem with t=1 supplies the following partial
answer to the question (Q).
Corollary. If h and k are integers such that 2h and 2hk, then no
sequence A is simultaneously a minimal h-basis and a minimal k-basis.
Notation. We define the sum A+B of two sets A and B of integers as
follows:
A+B=[a+b | a # A, b # B].
If n is an integer we write A+n instead of A+[n], and A&n instead of
A+[&n]. We define:
2A=A+A,
and for every integer h>2,
hA=A+(h&1) A.
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The counting function of a sequence A is defined as follows: for any real
number x1, we let A(x) denote the number of positive elements of A not
exceeding x.
Proof of the theorem. In the kind of problems we are treating, one can
always translate the sequence under consideration. In most cases this is
done so that the resulting sequence contains zero. The translation is
possible in view of the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let k be a positive integer, n an integer, X a set of integers
and F a subset of X. Then
k(X+n)=kX+kn
and
k((X+n)"(F+n))=k(X"F )+kn.
Furthermore, we have that X is a k-basis if and only if X+n is a k-basis, and
X is a minimal k-basis if and only if X+n is a minimal k-basis.
The proof of the above lemma is straightforward.
In the proof of the theorem we also use the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let the sequence A=[a i]i=0 be an h-basis. Given two real
numbers % and # where %>0 and #0, consider an index i0 such that
%ai0#. Then the cardinalities of the sets
Si=A & [ai , (1+%) ai&#], (1)
where ii0 , are not bounded.
Proof. Suppose that sets in (1) are of bounded cardinality. Then the
counting function A(x) of the sequence A satisfies
A(x); log x (2)
for some positive constant ; and all sufficiently large x. But a condition of
the type
A(x):x1h (3)
with a positive constant : and all sufficiently large x, is certainly necessary
if A is to be an h-basis. One can be convinced about it by using for
(asymptotic) h-bases an argument similar to that used in page 9 of [3] for
bases. Relations (2) and (3) are in contradiction and this proves Lemma 2.
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Let A=[ai]i=0 be an h-basis. To prove the theorem, there is no loss of
generality in assuming a0=0. For suppose the theorem were proved subject
to this restriction. Then for any h-basis A=[ai]i=0 , the sequence
A$=A&a0 begins with 0 and, by Lemma 1, is an h-basis. Applying the
restricted form of the theorem to A$, we obtain that there are infinitely
many subsets F $ of A$, such that A$"F $ is a 2h-basis. By Lemma 1, for each
subset F=F $+a0 of A, the sequence A"F=(A$"F $)+a0 is a 2h-basis.
Thus, we assume that a0 is zero.
Let n01 be an integer such that all nn0 belong to hA. We apply
Lemma 2 to the sequence A with %=1h and #=n0 h. We consider an
index i>0 such that the cardinality of the set Si defined in relation (1) is
not less than n0+t. Then we can choose a subset F of Si having cardinality
t and such that min Fai+n0 . It follows that every element f of F satisfies
ai+n0 f a i+
ai&n0
h
. (4)
We shall prove below that the sequence B=A"F is a 2h-basis.
By Lemma 2, there are infinitely many subsets of A satisfying the same
conditions as the subset F above.
Let n1= max(n0 , 1+h(max F )). Any integer nn1 can be represented
in the form
n=f1+ } } } + fs+b1+ } } } +bh&s
where
s # [0, 1, . . . , h&1], fj # F (1 js) if s>0, b j # B (1 jh&s).
If s=0, then n # hB/2hB. If s{0, from (4) we have
sn0 f1+ } } } + fs&sais(ai&n0) h&1
which yields
n0 f1+ } } } + fs&sa i<ai .
Hence f1+ } } } + fs&sai is sum of h elements of B. So
n=( f1+ } } } + fs&sai)+sai+bi+ } } } +bh&s
is sum of h+s+(h&s)=2h elements of B.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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